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Abstract

Twitter is a social media platform which can be
used to analyze numerous social patterns [1]. By
querying tweets based off of their relationship to com-
panies found in the FAANG (Facebook, Amazon, Ap-
ple, Netflix, and Google) stock group, the overall sen-
timent of these companies through Twitter can be
extracted. Then, through the use of Random Forest
classification, a model can be derived which predicts
whether the price of a stock will rise or fall based off
of the Twitter sentiment data.

The main goal of this paper is to determine
whether or not Twitter plays a role in predicting a
stock’s price. By comparing a model with Twitter
data to a model without Twitter data, it can be de-
termined whether or not Twitter Sentiment is useful
for stock prediction. Mixed results were concluded
from this paper and leave room for future work to
get a more confident answer.
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1 Introduction

In the United States, the stock market is worth
north of 30 trillion dollars. In fact, the U.S. stock

market exchanges billions of dollars daily. A vast
amount of data points can be collected in stock mar-
kets, including stock prices (each and every second),
overall trade volume on a given day, and many more
variables. Naturally, the stock market is a common
interest for data scientist and presents a constantly
evolving challenge that can be rewarded by financial
benefit or punished by incorrect predictions.

There is no precise method to know exactly how
many daily trades are controlled by machines, but
according to one fund manager, 80% of daily trades
are done by machines [2]. This idea invokes the fol-
lowing question: what factors control these machine’s
algorithms that decide when to buy and sell stocks?
Company performance, company sentiment, indus-
try performance, and multiple other economic factors
all contribute to what makes a stock rise or fall [3].
In other words, supply and demand are what makes
a stock more or less valuable. This paper focuses
on how public sentiment affects a companies stock
prices.

2 Related Work

2.1 Stock Prediction

People have been trying to predict the stock mar-
ket since its creation for monetary gain. Predicting
the stock market is inherently a difficult task because
of the volatility of factors that influence the value of
stocks. One approach to predicting the stock market
is using data mining techniques.

By using past stock data, a predictive data mining
technique has been used multiple times to attempt to
predict the stock market [4]. Although this method
shows some positive results, it is an unreliable method
due to the stock market price fluctuating in what can
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be considered a random manner. To deal with the
randomness in stock market prediction, the random-
ness can be studied along with past stock market data
to help predict the stock market [4].

Since stock prices are based on supply and de-
mand, breaking news can indicate public opinion on
specific stocks. A data set of breaking news headlines
can be used to help predict how a specific headline
will affect the prices of specific stocks [5]. Another ap-
proach to predicting the stock market is to analyze
internet traffic associated with specific stocks [6]; it is
also proposed to analyze the sentiment of the internet
traffic associated with specific stocks.

2.2 Twitter Sentiment

Twitter is a large social network platform that
allows users to post short messages called ”tweets.”
The sentiment of tweets can be determined through
many data science techniques. Using the sentiment of
tweets can help with predicting many topics including
stock market prediction [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

When analyzing results, there may be spikes in
the data. There could be many reasons for spikes
in data [13]. One reason is a real-world event may
have triggered emotions within a certain community,
state, country, or even world. By looking at the date
of specific real-world events, this theory can be tested
[14]. For example, December 25 can be analyzed to
see if there is a spike in positivity on Twitter since
Christmas is thought to be a happy day.

Something that could cause a spike in data, not
caused by a real-world event, is a controversial topic.
Arguments can be a source of emotions, positivity
and negativity. Controversies can be found through
sentiment analysis [15]. By using sentiment analysis,
not only can positivity and negativity be determined,
but it can also be determined if the positivity or neg-
ativity is a result of a controversy.

3 Methods

3.1 Data Collection

3.1.1 Stock Data

Alphavantage provides an API that allows peo-
ple with a developer account to query and download
stock information. The stock information can be for
a specific company, a subsection of the stock mar-
ket, such as the technology industry, or the overall
stock market. The stock information it provides is

comprehensive and contains daily data from the past
few months. The specific attributes of stock data
that were collected are date, open, high, low, close,
and volume. Open is the price of the stock when the
stock market opened for the day; high is the highest
price of a stock from the day; low is the lowest price
of a stock from the day; close is the price of the stock
when the stock market closed for the day; volume is
the total trade activity of a stock from the day.

3.1.2 Twitter Data

Twitter provides an API that allows people with
a developer account to query and download tweets
on Twitter [16]; however, the Twitter API does have
restrictions. It will only allow people with developer
accounts to make 350 calls per hour [17].

Since Twitter restricts the length of posts users
are allowed to post by a certain amount of characters,
tweets do not provide a complete and reliable data
set. Compared to other kinds of data mining, most
data sets that are data mined are complete. Having
an incomplete data set creates a new research field
within data mining [18]. There are different theories
on how to data mine Twitter based on social theories
from social sciences.

3.2 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis consists of processing text and
categorizing it as positive, negative, or neutral. It is
important to consider that because of the complexity
of human language and simplicity of three categories,
while sentiment analysis can be useful, it is not 100%
correct [19]. There are a couple of techniques to de-
termine the sentiment of a text. The first is to con-
sider words individually as positive or negative. This
idea generally works; however, it makes the incorrect
assumption that words act alone. For instance, “not
good” is definitely a negative sentiment, yet if each
word is analyzed individually then the result would be
neutral. This reason is why most sentiment analysis
techniques consider not individual words, but mul-
tiple words as vectors in relationship to each other.
Many times, how words are related to each other is
more important than the word itself [20]. Natural
language processing libraries are easy to locate and
tons of work has been done to understand the mean-
ing of words. So, while sentiment analysis is not 100%
accurate it can achieve relatively close margins.
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3.3 Random Forest Classification

Decision trees are a powerful machine learning
tool. They can be trained with data to then predict
future results. There is a problem with using deci-
sion trees to predict complex situations: there are
other factors that play a role in the outcome. Ran-
dom Forest Classification is another machine learning
tool. It combines multiple decision trees together to
find more accurate results that can incorporate other
factors that normal decision trees are not able to [21].

3.4 Model Averaging

When working with a small data set, finding con-
sistent results when predicting can be a difficult task.
Since the data set is small, the training and test-
ing data will not have many entries in comparison to
large data sets. Since the training and testing data
are small sets, there is not a large variety for a model
to train and test; this can lead to varied results. A
way to deal with the varied results from using a small
data set is using model averaging. Model averaging is
splitting the data into training and testing sets many
different ways. The results of all the models created
using these training and testing sets would be aver-
aged to create the model average result. This result
is more reliable to represent the model’s results be-
cause it incorporates all of the varied results into one
result.

4 Experiment

4.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing phase in this experiment com-
bined data from the stock market and data from
Twitter. The method in which each set of data was
extracted is explained in the proceeding sections. Af-
ter data from each set was collected, the data was
combined into one CSV file which can be found in the
Combined Stock Twitter Data folder of this project’s
GitHub. The two data sets were joined together via
the date column of both sets.

Although twitter and stock data was collected
from October 22, 2018 through December 2, 2018,
since the stock market is not open on the weekends
and other holidays, less days could be analyzed.

4.1.1 Stock Data

The alphavantage API was used to collect stock
data on Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Net-

flix from October 22, 2018 through December 2, 2018;
the stock data for the technology industry and over-
all stock market from October 22, 2018 through De-
cember 2, 2018 were also collected using this API.
The Python code in getStocks.ipynb on this project’s
GitHub shows how the stock data was collected.

The attribute ”change” can be calculated by de-
termining if a stock gained or lost value from the day.
The change attribute was calculated for the previous
day instead of the day the data came from so it can
add information of the movement of the stock to the
previous day.

4.1.2 Tweet Data

Using the Twitter API, tweets that contain
”#amazon”, ”#apple”, ”#facebook”, ”#google”,
and ”#netflix” were collected from October 22, 2018
through December 2, 2018. Each company’s tweets
are saved into separate CSV files. The Python code
in getTweets.py on this project’s GitHub shows how
the tweets were queried and saved into CSV files.

Analysing the tweets showed that preprocessing
must be preformed before preforming sentiment anal-
ysis on the tweets. There are strange symbols and
URLs contained in many of the tweets. The Python
code in SentimentGenerator.ipynb on this project’s
GitHub shows how the tweets were cleaned.

Sentiment analysis can be preformed using the
textblob library in Python. This library can ana-
lyze the cleaned tweets that are collected and de-
termine if they are positive, negative, or neutral in
their sentiment. The Python code in SentimentGen-
erator.ipynb on this project’s GitHub shows how the
cleaned tweets were analyzed to determine their sen-
timent.

To make the sentiment values for each tweet use-
ful to help with the prediction of the stock market,
further preprocessing is required. The number of pos-
itive, negative, and total tweets were calculated for
each company for each day from October 22, 2018
through December 2, 2018. In addition. The Python
code in tweetSentimentCounter.py on this project’s
GitHub shows how the numbers were calculated.

4.2 Results

The following results were collected for each stock
model generated: accuracy, model score, and fea-
ture importance. The Python code in ClassifierUsin-
gRandomForest.ipynb on this project’s GitHub shows
how the results were generated. Additionally, in or-
der to answer the question, does Twitter sentiment
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play a role on stock price, two models were created,
one that included Twitter data and one that did not
include Twitter data. By comparing the different re-
sults from each model, it can be seen whether Twitter
data adds value to predicting stock prices.

4.2.1 With Twitter Data

Using Twitter data for each of stock of interest,
75 percent of data was used to train a Random Forest
model. The remaining 25 percent was used for test-
ing. One example of results: Google’s accuracy was
0.77 and model score was .95 (the model score rep-
resents how fitted the model is to the training data).
For each stock, a confusion matrix was generated a
seen in the below figure.

Figure 1: confusion matrix of Google’s stock predic-
tion using Twitter data

Also a chart of feature importance on the stock’s
model was also generated. Google’s model’s most im-
portant feature was the positive number of tweets in a
day. Which means that the model is using the Twit-
ter data as a primary decision factor.

Figure 2: chart of important attributes of Google’s
stock prediction using Twitter data

4.2.2 Without Twitter Data

The without Twitter data models were generated
the exact same way albeit without Twitter data.
Continuing with the Google example, accuracy was
.44 and model score was .95. Stock volume was the
most important feature, where in the counter-part
model volume was one of the least important feature.
Obviously in this scenario the Twitter data helped
to predict the stock value, however there are many
things which make generalizing this statement sus-
pect. When comparing with vs. without, not every
stock was better with Twitter data, in fact more were
better without the data.

4.3 Model Evaluation

Varied results for each stock were found based off
of what data was split and how the decision trees
were generated. This was likely amplified due to the
small data set used in this project. To deal with the
varied results due to the random state, model aver-
aging was preformed. The random state was set to 1
through 100. The results for each company was av-
eraged within the two categories of stock data with
tweets and only stock data.

The following are the results from the model aver-
aging implemented in the Python code in ModelAv-
eraging.ipynb on this project’s GitHub.
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Amazon With Twitter Accuracy: 0.5022

Apple With Twitter Accuracy: 0.4744

Facebook With Twitter Accuracy: 0.5366

Google With Twitter Accuracy: 0.5000

Netflix With Twitter Accuracy: 0.5277

---------------

Amazon Without Twitter Accuracy: 0.5055

Apple Without Twitter Accuracy: 0.4433

Facebook Without Twitter Accuracy: 0.5367

Google Without Twitter Accuracy: 0.4311

Netflix Without Twitter Accuracy: 0.5456

It can be seen through the above results that
Twitter data does not guarantee better accuracy.
However, it should be noted that in the two mod-
els which see a significant jump from Twitter data,
Apple and Google, the Twitter data tends to be the
most important factors in the model. By collecting
more data, the confidence level of these results could
potentially be higher.

4.4 Analysis

From the above results and evaluation, it can be
seen that Twitter data may or may not be useful
and it seems to depend on the stock. It could be
possible that some stocks Twitter sentiment more
closely follow the stock then others. To truly find
this answer out, more data would be needed. It
should also be noted that the way in which Twitter
data was collected could be improved. Currently only
#stock name was chosen, while a better data collect-
ing method would likely improve the results. With
the current method, many tweets are being missed
with valuable sentiment.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Overall more data points and improved methods
would give more insight into the question sought af-
ter. While mixed results were concluded, the frame-
work into how this experiment should be carried out
was laid down. Using techniques such as sentiment
analysis and random forest classification helped to
connect why a stock changes to the actual results. By
continuing to find different factors that affect a stock
and creating models, results would improve. Consid-
ering other factors such as overall market success or
monitoring internal trading would only improve the
models that have been created in this paper. Addi-
tionally, the data collection method for Twitter data
could be improved and stock data could be specified

down to the hour, minute, or second. These types of
improvements and future works would provide more
depth to what makes stock prices move.
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